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Abstract.
Einstein complex spacetimes admitting null Killing or null homothetic Killing vec-
tors are studied. These vectors define totally null and geodesic 2-surfaces called the null
strings or twistor surfaces. Geometric properties of these null strings are discussed. It
is shown, that spaces considered are hyperheavenly spaces (HH-spaces) or, if one of the
parts of the Weyl tensor vanishes, heavenly spaces (H-spaces). The explicit complex
metrics admitting null Killing vectors are found. Some Lorentzian and ultrahyperbolic
slices of these metrics are discussed.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Cv, 04.20.Jb, 04.20.Gz
1 Introduction
Complex methods in general theory of relativity have attracted a great interest for
many years. Null tetrad formalism, twistor analysis and finally heavenly and hyperheav-
enly spaces (H-spaces and HH-spaces) play an important role in physics and mathemat-
ics. Presented work uses the heavenly and hyperheavenly formalism in analysis of the
metrics admitting the null Killing vector.
Hyperheavenly spaces (HH-spaces) was introduced in 1976 in famous work [1] by
J.F. Pleban´ski and I. Robinson as a natural generalization of the heavenly spaces (H-
spaces). Hyperheavenly spaces with cosmological constant Λ are complex spacetimes
with algebraically degenerate self-dual or anti-self-dual part of the Weyl tensor satisfying
the vacuum Einstein equations with cosmological constant. The transparent adventage
of hyperheavenly spaces theory is the reduction of Einstein equations to one, nonlinear
differential equation of the second order, i.e. hyperheavenly equation. It seemed, that
finding new real vacuum solutions of Einstein field equations with the signature (+++−)
was only a matter of time. It was enough to solve the hyperheavenly equations and then
to find Lorentzian slices of respective complex spacetimes. This reaserch programme has
been named Pleban´ski programme. Unfortunatelly, obtaining the real slices appeared
to be more difficult then anyone has ever suspected. In order to understand better the
problem, the structure of hyperheavenly spaces together with their spinorial description
has been investigated by J.F. Pleban´ski, J.D. Finley III and co-workers [2] - [4]. Believing
that symmetry of the spacetime simplifies the problem, Killing symmetries in heavenly
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and hyperheavenly spaces have been considered [5] - [8]. Lorentzian slices remained
elusive, except some examples [4], [9] - [13] and discussions [14] no general techniques
have been presented. Probably it was the reason why hyperheavenly machinery became
less popular in nineties.
Within five last years hyperheavenly spaces found their place in deep mathematical
considerations. Their connection to Walker and Osserman geometry has been noticed in
2008. A few transparent results have been obtained with help of hyperheavenly formalism
[15, 16]. It appeared, thatHH-spaces are the most natural tool in investigating real space
of the neutral (ultrahyperbolic) signature (+ + −−). Moreover, a few works devoted to
Killing symmetries in heavenly and hyperheavenly spaces appeared [17] - [20]. These
papers generalized the previous ideas of J.F. Pleban´ski, J.D. Finley III, S. Hacyan and
S.A. Sonnleitner. Between Killing vectors especially useful are these ones, which are
tangent to self-dual null string. The existence of such (null) Killing vectors simplyfies the
hyperheavenly equation, making it solvable in majority of cases.
The main aim of our work is to find all complex hyperheavenly and heavenly metrics
admitting null homothetic and isometric Killing symmetry. Such metrics appear to be
important in (+ + −−) real geometries. However, the existence of a null Killing vector
appeared to be helpfull for finding the Lorentzian slices [18]. We want to develop this
idea and examine all possible Lorentzian slices of the complex spacetimes admitting null
Killing vector.
It is well known [14] that if a complex spacetime admits any real Lorentzian slice
then both self-dual and anti-self-dual parts must be of the same Petrov - Penrose type.
So if this complex spacetime is a hyperheavenly space (with or without Λ) then by the
Goldberg - Sachs theorem it admits both self-dual and anti-self-dual congruences of null
strings which intersect each other and these intersections constitute the congruence of null
geodesics. To assume the existence of null Killing vector field and identify this field with
congruence of null geodesics seems to be the natural first step in investigating Lorentzian
slices.
Our paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 we investigate the general properties of Killing vectors, especially of null
ones. Some useful theorems are given and connection between null Killing vector and
null strings is pointed out. Then the detailed discussion on the possible Petrov - Penrose
types admitting null Killing symmetry is presented. Section 3 is a concise summary of
the properties of hyperheavenly spaces. The main goal of our work is to present explicit
form of the metrics with null Killing symmetry. The results are gathered in sections 4
and 5. There are seven different hyperheavenly metrics with null isometric or homothetic
Killing vector and five different heavenly metrics. In section 6 we discuss the possible real
slices of the metrics found in preceding sections. Some two-sided Walker and globally
Osserman spaces are obtained. The Lorentzian slices of the type [II] and [D] are found.
Concluding remarks ends our paper.
2 Null Killing vectors and null strings.
2.1 Killing equations and their integrability conditions in spino-
rial formalism.
The system of Killing equations are given by
∇(aKb) = χ gab (2.1)
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The Killing vector is said to be conformal, if χ 6= const, homothetic if χ = χ0 = const 6= 0
and isometric if χ = 0. For our purposes it is useful to present the Killing equations and
their integrability conditions in the spinorial formalism. Let (e1, e2, e3, e4) be a null tetrad
and (∂1, ∂2, ∂3, ∂4) its inverse basis. Then the respective spinorial images are given by
(gAB˙) :=
√
2
[
e4 e2
e1 −e3
]
(∂AB˙) := −
√
2
[
∂4 ∂2
∂1 −∂3
]
(2.2)
We use the following rules of manipulating the spinorial indices
mA = ∈AB mB , mA = mB ∈BA , mA˙ = ∈A˙B˙ mB˙ , mA˙ = mB˙ ∈B˙A˙ (2.3)
where ∈AB and ∈A˙B˙ are the spinor Levi-Civita symbols
∈AB:=
[
0 1
−1 0
]
=:∈AB , ∈A˙B˙:=
[
0 1
−1 0
]
=:∈A˙B˙ (2.4)
∈AC∈AB= δBC , ∈A˙C˙∈A˙B˙= δB˙C˙ , δAC = δB˙C˙ =
[
1 0
0 1
]
Correspondence between the null tetrad formalism and spinorial formalism is realized
with the use of the spin-tensor gaAB˙ which is defined by the relation gAB˙ = g AB˙a e
a. It
is easy to see that −1
2
gaAB˙gbAB˙ = δ
a
b and −12gaAB˙gaCD˙ = δACδB˙D˙. The operators ∂AB˙ and
∇AB˙ are the spinorial images of operators ∂a and ∇a, respectively, given by
∂AB˙ = g AB˙a ∂
a ∇AB˙ = g AB˙a ∇a (2.5)
A conformal Killing vector K can be written as
K = Ka ∂a = −1
2
KAB˙∂
AB˙ (2.6)
Components Ka and KAB˙ are related by
Ka = −1
2
gaAB˙KAB˙ ⇐⇒ KAB˙ = gaAB˙Ka (2.7)
Conformal Killing equations with conformal factor χ in spinorial form read
∇ B˙A K D˙C +∇ D˙C K B˙A = −4χ ∈AC∈B˙D˙ (2.8)
which is equivalent to the following system of equations
E B˙D˙AC ≡ ∇ (B˙(A K D˙)C) = 0 (2.9a)
E ≡ ∇NN˙KNN˙ + 8χ = 0 (2.9b)
From (2.9a) and (2.9b) it follows that
∇ B˙A K D˙C = lAC ∈B˙D˙ +lB˙D˙ ∈AC −2χ ∈AC∈B˙D˙ (2.10)
with
lAC :=
1
2
∇ N˙(A KC)N˙ lB˙D˙ :=
1
2
∇N(B˙K D˙)N (2.11)
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The integrability conditions of (2.9a) and (2.9b) in Einstein space (CABC˙D˙ = 0, R = −4Λ)
consist of the following equations
L A˙RST ≡ ∇ A˙R lST + 2CNRSTK A˙N +
2
3
Λ ∈R(S K A˙T ) + 2 ∈R(S ∇ A˙T ) χ = 0 (2.12a)
L A
R˙S˙T˙
≡ ∇A
R˙
lS˙T˙ + 2C
N˙
R˙S˙T˙
KA
N˙
+
2
3
Λ ∈R˙(S˙ KAT˙ ) + 2 ∈R˙(S˙ ∇A T˙ )χ = 0 (2.12b)
MABCD ≡ KNN˙∇NN˙CABCD + 4CN(ABC lD)N − 4χCABCD = 0 (2.12c)
MA˙B˙C˙D˙ ≡ KNN˙∇NN˙CA˙B˙C˙D˙ + 4CN˙(A˙B˙C˙ lD˙)N˙ − 4χCA˙B˙C˙D˙ = 0 (2.12d)
N A˙B˙AB ≡ ∇ A˙A ∇ B˙B χ−
2
3
Λχ ∈AB∈A˙B˙= 0 (2.12e)
R A˙ABC ≡ CNABC∇ A˙N χ = 0 (2.12f)
R A
A˙B˙C˙
≡ CN˙
A˙B˙C˙
∇A
N˙
χ = 0 (2.12g)
2.2 Null strings via null Killing vectors.
The existence of a null Killing vector has a significant influence on the geometry of
the space. To explain this we first note that the null Killing vector can be presented in
the form
KAB˙ = µAνB˙ ⇐⇒ KAB˙KAB˙ = 0 (2.13)
where µA and νB˙ are some nonzero spinors.
Moreover, it is well known that every spinor symmetric in all indices can be decomposed
according to the formula
ΨA1A2...An = Ψ(A1A2...An) = Ψ
(1)
(A1
Ψ
(2)
A2
...Ψ
(n)
An)
(2.14)
where Ψ
(i)
A are some basic spinors. In particular, there exist spinors AA, BA, AA˙ and BA˙
such that
lAB = A(ABB) , lA˙B˙ = A(A˙BB˙) (2.15)
We prove the following
Lemma 2.1
Spinors lAB and lA˙B˙ can be brought to the form lAB = µ(ABB) and lA˙B˙ = ν(A˙BB˙) without
any loss of generality.
Proof
Inserting (2.13) and (2.15) into (2.10) we obtain
µC∇ B˙A νD˙ + νD˙∇ B˙A µC = A(ABC) ∈B˙D˙ +A(B˙BD˙) ∈AC −2χ ∈AC∈B˙D˙ (2.16)
Contracting (2.16) with µAµCνD˙ one gets
νB˙ AAµA BCµC = 0 (2.17)
so AA or BA must be proportional to µA. Let AA = AµA, A 6= 0. Re-defining spinor
BA (absorbing A into BA) we finally get lAB = µ(ABB). Analogously we prove that
lA˙B˙ = ν(A˙BB˙). 
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Theorem 2.2
Let the null Killing vector KAB˙ be of the form (2.13). Then the two-dimensional self-dual
holomorphic distribution {µAνB˙, µAρB˙}, νB˙ρB˙ 6= 0, is integrable and its integral mani-
folds constitute the congruence of self-dual null strings and the anti-self-dual distribution
{µAνB˙, σAνB˙}, µAσA 6= 0, is also integrable and its integral manifolds constitute the con-
gruence of anti-self-dual null strings. Moreover, both Weyl spinors CABCD and CA˙B˙C˙D˙
are algebraically special with µA and νB˙ being the undotted and dotted, respectively,
multiple Penrose spinors.
Proof
Contracting (2.16) with µAµC and remembering that AA = µA we get
µBµC ∇ A˙B µC = 0 (2.18)
This means that the spinor µA defines a congruence of self-dual null strings in the sense
that the 2-dimensional holomorphic distribution {µAνB˙, µAρB˙}, νA˙ρA˙ 6= 0 is integrable
and its integrable manifolds constitute the congruence of self-dual null strings. From the
complex Sachs-Goldberg theorem it follows, that CABCD is algebraically special and µA
is multiple Penrose dotted spinor, i.e.
CABCDµ
AµBµC = 0 (2.19)
Analogously we prove that
νB˙νC˙ ∇A
B˙
νC˙ = 0
Goldberg Sach theorem⇐⇒ CA˙B˙C˙D˙νA˙νC˙νC˙ = 0 (2.20)

In particular from Theorem 2.2 it follows that the integral curves of a null Killing vector
are given by the intersection of self-dual and anti-self-dual congruences of null strings.
Note that
µBµC ∇ A˙B µC = 0 ⇐⇒ ∇ A˙B µC = Z A˙B µC+ ∈BC ΘA˙ (2.21)
νB˙νC˙ ∇A
B˙
νC˙ = 0 ⇐⇒ ∇AB˙νC˙ = XAB˙νC˙+ ∈B˙C˙ ΘA
where ΘA and ΘA˙ describe the optic properties of the anti-self-dual and self-dual null
strings, respectively. Indeed, if ΘA˙ = 0 then the self-dual null strings are parallely-
propagated, if ΘA = 0 then anti-self-dual null strings are parallely propagated. Inserting
(2.21), AA = µA, AA˙ = νA˙ into (2.16), after some straightforward calculations we obtain
XAB˙ = −ZAB˙ , BA = ΘA , BA˙ = ΘA˙ , µAΘA + νA˙ΘA˙ + 4χ = 0 (2.22)
Let us prove another important theorem.
Theorem 2.3
Assume, that at least one of the CABCD or CA˙B˙C˙D˙ is nonzero. Then
(i) if Λ 6= 0 then χ = 0
(ii) if Λ = 0 then χ = χ0 = const
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Proof
Assume, that CABCD 6= 0. Then from (2.12f) it follows, that that ∇ A˙A χ is the quadru-
ple Debever-Penrose spinor. However, as is well known, two quadruple DP spinors are
necessarily lineary dependent so ∇A1˙χ has to be proportional to ∇A2˙χ or, equivalently
∇AA˙χ · ∇AA˙χ = 0 (2.23)
Acting on (2.23) with ∇ B˙B and using (2.12e) one quickly obtains
Λχ∇ B˙B χ = 0 (2.24)
Hence if Λ 6= 0 then ∇ B˙B χ = 0. Finally, using (2.12e)) we get χ = 0 what proves (i).
If Λ = 0, then still ∇ A˙N χ is a quadruple DP-spinor. However, we proved that µN is a
multiple DP-spinor, so it must be
∇NA˙χ = µNχA˙ (2.25)
with some χA˙. Inserting (2.25) into (2.12e) and contracting with µ
B we arrive at the
conclusion ΘA˙χB˙ = 0, so if we want to maintain possible conformal symmetries, the self-
dual null string defined by the (conformal) Killing vector must be nonexpanding, ΘA˙ = 0.
Consequently lA˙B˙ = 0. Inserting this into (2.12b) and contracting it with ∈R˙S˙ we finally
get χA˙ = 0. From (2.25) it follows that ∇NA˙χ = 0 and this proves (ii). 
Summing up, null conformal symmetries can appear only in the Einstein spaces with
CABCD = 0 = CA˙B˙C˙D˙, i.e. in the de-Sitter space (with Λ 6= 0) or in Minkowski space
(with Λ = 0). We do not consider these spaces here.
The null Killing vector field defines congruence of null (complex) geodesics. The
optical properties of Killing vector field can be easily obtained. One gets
expansion :=
1
2
∇aKa = 2χ0 (2.26a)
twist2 :=
1
2
∇[aKb]∇[aKb] = −2χ20 (2.26b)
shear · ˙shear := 1
2
∇(aKb)∇(aKb) − 1
4
(∇aKa)2 = −2χ20 (2.26c)
Thus we conclude, that null homothetic Killing field defines null geodesic congruence with
nonzero expansion, twist and shear, while null isometric Killing field is nonexpanding,
nontwisting and shearfree.
Gathering above considerations: we reduced the problem of null Killing vectors in
Einstein space to the set of equations
form of the Killing vector : KAB˙ = µAνB˙ (2.27a)
spinors lAB and lA˙B˙ : lAB = µ(AΘB) , lA˙B˙ = ν(A˙ΘB˙) (2.27b)
homothetic factor: χ0 = const , Λχ0 = 0 (2.27c)
self-dual null string: ∇AB˙µC = ZAB˙µC+ ∈AC ΘB˙ (2.27d)
anti-self-dual null string: ∇AB˙νC˙ = −ZAB˙νC˙+ ∈B˙C˙ ΘA (2.27e)
Killing equation: µAΘ
A + νA˙Θ
A˙ + 4χ0 = 0 (2.27f)
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Algebraic degeneration conditions CABCDµ
AµBµC = 0 and CA˙B˙C˙D˙ν
A˙νB˙νC˙ = 0 can be
combined with (2.12a) and (2.12b). After some work we obtain
2CNRSTµN + ΣµRµSµT + (3Ω + Λ)µ(RµsmT ) = 0 with mAµ
A = 1 (2.28a)
2CN˙
R˙S˙T˙
νN˙ + Σ˙ νR˙νS˙νT˙ + (3Ω˙ + Λ)ν(R˙νS˙nT˙ ) = 0 with nA˙ν
A˙ = 1 (2.28b)
where Σ, Σ˙, Ω and Ω˙ are defined by the relations
∇ A˙R
(
µ(SΘT )
)
= νA˙
(
ΣµRµSµT + 2ΩµRµ(SmT ) + (Λ + Ω)µSµTmR
)
(2.29a)
∇ A˙R
(
ν(S˙ΘT˙ )
)
= µR
(
Σ˙ νA˙νS˙νT˙ + 2Ω˙ ν
A˙ν(S˙nT˙ ) + (Λ + Ω˙)n
A˙νS˙νT˙
)
(2.29b)
We end this subsection by pointing two relations, essential in further analysis. Contract-
ing (2.29a) with µSµT and using (2.27d) we obtain
ΘA˙µSΘ
S = 0 (2.30)
Analogously, contracting (2.29b) with νS˙νT˙ then using (2.27e) we obtain
ΘAνS˙Θ
S˙ = 0 (2.31)
Now we are ready to discuss the possible algebraic types admitting null Killing vector.
2.3 Null homothetic symmetries.
Here we assume χ0 6= 0, what immediately gives Λ = 0. Simple analysis of equations
(2.30) - (2.31) together with (2.27f) bring us to the conlcusion, that the only possibilities
are
• ΘA˙ = 0 (self-dual null string is nonexpanding), µAΘA 6= 0 (anti-self-dual null string
is necesarilly expanding, more even, expansion ΘA cannot be proportional to DP-
spinor µA)
• ΘA = 0 (anti-self-dual null string is nonexpanding), νA˙ΘA˙ 6= 0 (self-dual null string
is necesarilly expanding, more even, expansion ΘA˙ cannot be proportional to DP-
spinor νA˙)
Of course, both possibilities constitute Eintein spaces with the same geometric properties.
It is enough to consider only one of them with detailes, say ΘA˙ = 0. From (2.29b) we
conclude, that Σ˙ = Ω˙ = 0. Careful analysis of (2.29a) gives Ω = 0. From (2.28a) and
(2.28b) we obtain
2CNRSTµN + ΣµRµSµT = 0 (2.32a)
2CN˙
R˙S˙T˙
νN˙ = 0 (2.32b)
where
ΣµRµTνA˙ := ∇RA˙ΘT + ΘTZRA˙ (2.33)
(the last formula is a consequence of (2.29a).
The only possible anti-self-dual Petrov types are [N,−]. From (2.32a) we easily get,
that the only possible self-dual Petrov types are [III,−]. Self-dual type [N] is not admit-
ted. Indeed, assume, that CABCD is of the type [N], so C
N
RSTµN = 0, what gives Σ = 0.
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Contracting (2.33) with ΘT we obtain ΘT ∇RA˙ΘT = 0, so ΘT defines the congruence of
the self-dual null strings. But we proved earlier (see Theorem 2.2), that self-dual null
string is defined by µT . The number of independent congruences of self-dual null strings
is equal the number of multiple undotted DP-spinors, so there are infinitely many inde-
pendent congruences of self-dual null strings in the heavenly spaces, two in the self-dual
type [D] and only one in the self-dual types [II, III,N]. But here we examine self-dual
type [N], so there is only one congruence of the null-strings. It means, that ΘT must
be proportional to µT or ΘTµT = 0 → χ0 = 0. This contradicts our assumption, that
χ0 6= 0. It proves, that the only possible Petrov types which admitt null homothetic
symmetries are [III,−]⊗ [N,−]. Self-dual null string is nonexpanding, anti-self-dual null
string must be expanding.
[Remark: considering the second possibility with ΘA = 0 we obtain possible Petrov
types [N,−] ⊗ [III,−], but still type [III] corresponds to nonexpanding null string, and
the type [N] corresponds to expanding null string].
All possible types via geometric properties of the null strings are presented in the
table below:
self-dual null string is self-dual null string is
nonexpanding ΘA˙ = 0 expanding ΘA˙ 6= 0
anti-self-dual null string is not admitted [N,−]e ⊗ [III,−]n
nonexpanding ΘA = 0
anti-self-dual null string is [III,−]n ⊗ [N,−]e not admitted
expanding ΘA 6= 0
All independent possibilities are given in detailes in the subsections:
Type SD null string ASD null string subsection
hyperheavenly metrics
[N]e ⊗ [III]n expanding nonexpanding 4.1
heavenly metrics
[N]e ⊗ [−]n expanding nonexpanding 4.2
[III]n ⊗ [−]e nonexpanding expanding 4.3
[The upper index e means, that the corresponding null string is expanding, index n -
nonexpanding].
2.4 Null isometric symmetries.
Here we assume χ0 = 0. Analysis of equations (2.30) - (2.31) and (2.27f) proves, that
ΘA and ΘA˙ must have the form
ΘA = ΘµA , ΘA˙ = Θ˙ νA˙ (2.34)
so
lAB = ΘµAµB , lA˙B˙ = Θ˙ νA˙νB˙ (2.35)
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Using (2.34) and (2.35) in the (2.29a) and (2.29b) we find Ω = Ω˙ = ΘΘ˙. Equations
(2.28a) and (2.28b) can be rearranged to the form
2CNRSTµN + ΣµSµRµT + (Λ + 3ΘΘ˙)µ(SµRmT ) = 0 (2.36a)
2CN˙
R˙S˙T˙
νN˙ + Σ˙ νS˙νR˙νT˙ + (Λ + 3ΘΘ˙) ν(S˙νR˙nT˙ ) = 0 (2.36b)
and the equations (2.29a) and (2.29b) read
∇RA˙Θ + 2ΘZRA˙ =: νA˙
(
ΣµR + (Λ + 3ΘΘ˙)mR
)
(2.37a)
∇RA˙Θ˙− 2Θ˙ZRA˙ =: µR
(
Σ˙νA˙ + (Λ + 3ΘΘ˙)nA˙
)
(2.37b)
Multiplying (2.37a) by Θ˙ and (2.37b) by Θ and adding both equations one arrives to the
useful formula
1
3
∇RA˙(Λ + 3ΘΘ˙) = (ΣΘ˙ + Σ˙Θ)µRνA˙ + (Λ + 3ΘΘ˙)(ΘµRnA˙ + Θ˙mRνA˙) (2.38)
When both null strings are nonexpanding (Θ = Θ˙ = 0) then from (2.37a) and (2.37b) it
follows that Λ = Σ = Σ˙ = 0. Consequently, from (2.36a) and (2.36b) we obtain that the
only possible types are [N,−]⊗ [N,−].
If anti-self-dual null string is nonexpanding (Θ = 0) and the self-dual null string is
expanding (Θ˙ 6= 0) then from (2.37a) we get Λ = Σ = 0, so the self-dual type is at most
of the type [N]. The anti-self-dual type can be of the type [III] (if Σ˙ 6= 0) or of the type
[N,−] (if Σ˙ = 0), so in this case we deal with the types [N,−]⊗ [III,N,−]. [The case with
expanding anti-self-dual string and nonexpanding self-dual string has the same geometry
and leads to the types [III,N,−]⊗ [N,−].
In the last case both null strings are expanding Θ 6= 0, Θ˙ 6= 0. Equations (2.36a) and
(2.36b) give in general types [II,D] ⊗ [II,D]. Cosmological constant Λ can be arbitrary
here. [It does not follow from (2.36a) - (2.36b), but the mixt types [II]⊗ [D] and [D]⊗ [II]
are not admitted, we will prove it during further analysis].
Now deal with the self-dual type [III], CABCDµ
CµD = 0. From (2.36a) we got
Λ + 3ΘΘ˙ = 0 (so the cosmological constant Λ is necessarily nonzero), from (2.36b)
we conclude, that the anti-self-dual type is [III]. Indeed, anti-self-dual types [N,−] extort
Σ˙ = 0, what combined with (2.38) gives Σ = 0. But Σ = 0 automatically reduces the
self-dual type to [N,−].
In self-dual types [N,−], CABCDµD = 0 so Σ = 0 = Λ + 3ΘΘ˙. Immediatelly we have
Σ˙ = 0, so anti-self-dual type is [N,−] too. Like in previous case, cosmological constant
Λ must be nonzero here.
All possible types are gathered in the table below:
self-dual null string is self-dual null string is
nonexpanding Θ˙ = 0 expanding Θ˙ 6= 0
anti-self-dual null string is [N,−]⊗ [N,−],Λ = 0 [N,−]⊗ [III,N,−],Λ = 0
nonexpanding Θ = 0
anti-self-dual null string is [III,N,−]⊗ [N,−],Λ = 0 [II]⊗ [II], [D]⊗ [D],Λ arbitrary
expanding Θ 6= 0 [III]⊗ [III],Λ 6= 0
[N,−]⊗ [N,−],Λ 6= 0
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All independent metrics are presented in detailes in subsections
Type SD null string ASD null string Λ subsection
hyperheavenly metrics
[N]n ⊗ [N]n nonexpanding nonexpanding 0 5.5
[III,N]n ⊗ [N]e nonexpanding expanding 0 5.4
[II]e ⊗ [II]e expanding expanding arbitrary 5.1
[D]e ⊗ [D]e expanding expanding arbitrary 5.2
[III]e ⊗ [III]e expanding expanding 6= 0 5.3
[N]e ⊗ [N]e expanding expanding 6= 0 5.3
heavenly metrics
[N]n ⊗ [−]n nonexpanding nonexpanding 0 5.5
[III,N]n ⊗ [−]e nonexpanding expanding 0 5.4
[N]e ⊗ [−]n expanding nonexpanding 0 5.4
[N]e ⊗ [−]e expanding expanding 6= 0 5.3
3 Hyperheavenly spaces.
The considerations from the previous section allow to establish all possible algebraic
types of the spaces, which admit the null Killing symmetry. Main aim of present paper
is to present the explicit metrics with such symmetries. Due to Theorem 2.2, null Killing
vector defines the congruence of both self-dual and anti-self-dual null strings and extorts
the algebraic degeneration of both self-dual and anti-self-dual part of the Weyl curvature
spinor. Let us remind the definition of hyperheavenly space.
Definition 3.1
Hyperheavenly space (HH-space) with cosmological constant is a 4 - dimensional complex
analytic differential manifold endowed with a holomorphic Riemannian metric ds2 satis-
fying the vacuum Einstein equations with cosmological constant and such that the self -
dual or anti - self - dual part of the Weyl tensor is algebraically degenerate. These kind
of spaces admits a congruence of totally null, self-dual (or anti-self-dual, respectively)
surfaces. 
In general, hyperheavenly spaces require only self-dual (or anti-self-dual) congruences
of null strings. The spaces which admitt the null Killing vector are equipped in both
self-dual and anti-self-dual congruences of null strings, so they are automaticaly hyper-
heavenly spaces. In hyperheavenly spaces, vacuum Einstein equations can be reduced
to one, nonlinear, partial differential equation of the second order, for one holomorphic
function. This equation is called hyperheavenly equation. It seems, that using the hyper-
heavenly formalism in order to obtain the explicite metrics which admitt the null Killing
vector is most natural.
The existence of the null strings allows to introduce some useful tetrad and the co-
ordinate system. The self-dual null string generated by the null Killing vector is given
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by the equation µBµC ∇ A˙B µC = 0 which is equivalent to the Pfaff system µAgAB˙ = 0.
Choosing the spinorial basis in such a manner, that µA = (0, µ2), µ2 6= 0 we arrive to
conclusion, that the self-dual null string is defined by the Pfaff system
e1 = 0 , e3 = 0 ⇔ g2A˙ = 0 (3.1)
(the surface element of the null string is given by e1 ∧ e3).
A null tetrad (e1, e2, e3, e4) and a coordinate system (qA˙, p
B˙) can be always chosen so that
− 1√
2
g2
A˙
=
 e3
e1
 = φ−2 dqA˙ (3.2)
1√
2
g1A˙ =
 e4
e2
 = −dpA˙ +QA˙B˙ dqB˙
where φ and QA˙B˙ = QB˙A˙ are holomorphic functions. Coordinates qA˙ label the null
strings, hence pA˙ are coordinates on them. Dual basis is given by
− ∂A˙ =
 ∂4
∂2
 , ðA˙ =
 ∂3
∂1
 , ∂AB˙ = √2(δA1 ðB˙ − δA2 ∂B˙) (3.3)
where
∂A˙ :=
∂
∂pA˙
, ðA˙ := φ2
(
∂
∂qA˙
+QA˙B˙∂B˙
)
(3.4)
Of course, for consistency with (2.3), the rules to raise and lower spinor indices in spinorial
differential operators read ∂A˙ = ∂B˙ ∈A˙B˙, ∂A˙ =∈B˙A˙ ∂B˙, ðA˙ = ðB˙ ∈A˙B˙, ðA˙ =∈B˙A˙ ðB˙, so
∂A˙ =
∂
∂pA˙
, ðA˙ = φ
2
(
∂
∂qA˙
−Q B˙
A˙
∂B˙
)
(3.5)
The metric ds2 is given by
ds2 = 2 e1⊗
s
e2 + 2 e3⊗
s
e4 = −1
2
gAB˙ ⊗
s
gAB˙ = 2φ−2 (−dpA˙⊗
s
dqA˙ +Q
A˙B˙ dqA˙⊗
s
dqB˙) (3.6)
The congruence of null strings have some invariant properties. Investigating the equa-
tion ∇ A˙B µC = Z A˙B µC+ ∈BC ΘA˙ with µ1 = 0, µ2 6= 0 we easily find, that
ΘA˙ = Γ112A˙ µ2 (3.7)
ZAB˙ = −Γ12AB˙− ∈A2 Γ112B˙ + ∂AB˙ lnµ2 (3.8)
If ΘA˙ = 0 ⇐⇒ Γ112A˙ = 0 then self-dual null strings are parallely propagated. The
hyperheavenly spaces based on such null strings are called nonexpanding. If the null string
is not parallely propagated (ΘA˙ 6= 0 ⇐⇒ Γ112A˙ 6= 0), the corresponding hyperheavenly
space is called expanding.
Vacuum Einstein equations impose some constraints on φ and QA˙B˙. The final forms
of the φ and QA˙B˙ are esentially different in expanding and nonexpanding hyperheavenly
spaces.
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Nonexpanding hyperheavenly spaces
The reduction of Einstein equations brings us to
φ = 1 , QA˙B˙ = −ΘpA˙pB˙ +
2
3
F (A˙pB˙) +
1
3
Λ pA˙pB˙ (3.9)
Einstein equations can be reduced to nonexpanding hyperheavenly equation with Λ
1
2
ΘpA˙pB˙ΘpA˙pB˙ + ΘpA˙qA˙
+ F A˙
(
ΘpA˙ −
2
3
pB˙ ΘpA˙pB˙
)
+
1
18
(F A˙pA˙)
2 (3.10)
+
1
6
∂FA˙
∂qB˙
pA˙pB˙ + Λ
(
pA˙ΘpA˙ −Θ−
1
3
pA˙pB˙ΘpA˙pB˙
)
= NA˙ p
A˙ + γ
where F A˙, N A˙ and γ are arbitrary functions of qC˙ only (constant on each null string), Λ
is a cosmological constant and Θ = Θ(pA˙, qB˙) is the key function. The metric is given by
(3.6) with φ and QA˙B˙ in the form (3.9).
Expanding hyperheavenly spaces
If the congruence of self-dual null strings is expanding, we obtain
φ = JA˙p
A˙ , QA˙B˙ = −2 J (A˙∂B˙)W − φ ∂A˙∂B˙W + 1
τ 2
KA˙KB˙
(
µφ3 +
Λ
6
)
(3.11)
where µ = µ(qN˙) is an arbitrary function, Λ is the cosmological constant and W =
W (pA˙, qB˙) is the key function. JA˙ and KA˙ are constant, nonzero spinors, connected by
the relation
KA˙JB˙ −KB˙J A˙ = τ δA˙B˙ where τ = KA˙JA˙ 6= 0 (3.12)
[τ is an arbitrary constant, not loosing generality one can set τ = 1.]
Einstein equations can be reduced to expanding hyperheavenly equation with Λ
1
2
φ4(φ−2WpB˙)pA˙(φ
−2WpB˙)pA˙ + φ
−1WpA˙qA˙ − µφ
4 [φ−1(φ−1W )φ]φ (3.13)
+
η
2τ 2
(
ηJ C˙ − φKC˙
)
µqC˙ −
Λ
6
φ−1Wφφ = NA˙ p
A˙ + γ
where N A˙ and γ are arbitrary functions of qC˙ only (constant on each self-dual null string).
Instead of the (pA˙, qB˙)-coordinate system , another one, namely (φ, η, w, t) is universally
used
φ = JA˙p
A˙ , η := KA˙pA˙ ⇐⇒ τpA˙ = ηJ A˙ + φKA˙ (3.14)
w := JA˙q
A˙ , t := KA˙qA˙ ⇐⇒ τqA˙ = tJA˙ + wKA˙
with operators
∂φ =
1
τ
KA˙∂A˙ , ∂η =
1
τ
J A˙∂A˙ , ∂w =
1
τ
KA˙
∂
∂qA˙
, ∂t =
1
τ
J A˙
∂
∂qA˙
(3.15)
In (φ, η, w, t)-language, the hyperheavenly equation reads
τ 2
(
WηηWφφ −WηφWηφ + 2φ−1WηWηφ − 2φ−1WφWηη
)
+ τφ−1
(
Wwη −Wtφ
)
(3.16)
−µ
(
φ2Wφφ − 3φWφ + 3W
)
+
η
2τ
(µtη − µwφ)− Λ
6
φ−1Wφφ =
1
2
κφ− 1
2
νη + γ
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where 2NA˙ =: νKA˙ + κJA˙.
The metric
ds2 = (φτ)−2
{
2τ(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt) + 2
(
− τ 2φWηη + µφ3 + Λ
6
)
dt⊗
s
dt (3.17)
+4
(−τ 2φWηφ + τ 2Wη) dw ⊗
s
dt+ 2
(−τ 2φWφφ + 2τ 2Wφ) dw ⊗
s
dw
}
We do not present here the curvature formulas and connection forms. Interested readers
can found them in [...].
Using the connection forms, calculated explicitly in [19] one can note, that in expanding
hyperheavenly spaces expansion of the congruence of the self-dual null strings is propor-
tional to nonzero spinor JA˙, namely ΘA˙ = −
√
2φ−1µ2 JA˙. Hence ΘA˙ 6= 0.
4 Metrics admitting null homothetic symmetries.
4.1 Hyperheavenly spaces of the type [N]e ⊗ [III]n
The hyperheavenly spaces which admit the null homothetic symmetry must be of
types [N]e ⊗ [III]n or [III]n ⊗ [N]e. Such spaces have been considered previously in [19]
and [18] but without any detailes. Since the type [III]n ⊗ [N]e can be obtained from
[N]e ⊗ [III]n just by changing the orientation we study the case [N]e ⊗ [III]n and use the
general formulas from [19]. Killing vector has the form
K = −2χ0pA˙ ∂
∂pA˙
(4.1)
and
lAB = 0 , l
A˙B˙ = 4χ0φ
−1 J (A˙pB˙) (4.2)
The key function and the curvature reads
W = φ2F (x,w, t) , x :=
η
φ
(4.3)
C(1) = 2φ7 τγt , CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = C(A˙pB˙pC˙pD˙) (4.4)
CA˙ := 4τ
3φ−2FxxxJA˙ + τ
4φ−3FxxxxpA˙
where F = F (x,w, t) and γ = γ(w, t) are arbitrary functions of their arguments, such
that Fxxx 6= 0 and γt 6= 0. Inserting the key function W (4.3) into hyperheavenly equation
we get
F 2x − 2FFxx + Fxw′ + xFxt′ − 2Ft′ = γ′ (4.5)
where w′ = τw, t′ = τt oraz γ′ = τ−2γ. The general solution of the equation (4.5) is not
known. The metric has the form (remember, that η = xφ)
ds2 = 2φ−2
{
τ−1(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt)− φFxx dt⊗
s
dt (4.6)
+2φxFxx dw ⊗
s
dt+ φ
(
2F − x2Fxx
)
dw ⊗
s
dw
}
where F = F (x,w, t) satisfies the equation (4.5).
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4.2 Heavenly spaces of the type [N]e ⊗ [−]n
There are two, essentially different heavenly reductions of the hyperheavenly space of
the type [N]e ⊗ [III]n with null homothetic symmetry. Taking Fxxx = 0⇐⇒ CA˙ = 0⇐⇒
CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = 0 in (4.4) we obtain the space of the type [N]
e ⊗ [−]n with expanding self-dual
null string.
Equation (4.5) under the additional assumption Fxxx = 0 can be easily solved. Using
gauge freedom, which is still available (see [19] for detailes) one gets
W =
1
2
f(t, w)φ2 (4.7)
C(1) = −2φ7 ftt (4.8)
where f = f(w, t) is an arbitrary function. The metric is
ds2 =
2
τ
φ−2(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt+ τfφ dw ⊗
s
dw) (4.9)
4.3 Heavenly spaces of the type [III]n ⊗ [−]e
The second possible heavenly reduction of the hyperheavenly space of the type [N]e⊗
[III]n with null homothetic symmetry is the heavenly space of the type [−]e ⊗ [III]n.
Formally it is enough to set C(1) = 0 ⇐⇒ γt = 0 in subsection 4.1. However, equation
(4.5) still is hard to solve. It appeared to be much more convenient to attack the problem
from the opposite side and consider the space of the type [III]n⊗ [−]e. As a starting point
we take the nonexpanding hyperheavenly spaces and we set CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = 0. It allows us to
take the general key function as a third-order polynomial in pA˙ coordinates (see [17, 18]
for detailes). The metric appeared to be two-sided Walker [15]. Using general results
from [18] and [15] (especially Theorem 5.1 from [15]) we find the form of the Killing
vector
K = 2χ0p
A˙ ∂
∂pA˙
(4.10)
and the spinors lAB and lA˙B˙
lAB = −4χ0δ1(Aδ2B) , lA˙B˙ = 0 (4.11)
The key function and the curvature
Θ =
1
6
p1˙pM˙
(
p2˙
∂X
∂qM˙
− p1˙eX ∂Y
∂qM˙
)
(4.12)
C(2) = 2
∂
∂q1˙
(
eX
∂Y
∂q1˙
− ∂X
∂q2˙
)
, C(1) = pA˙
(
FA˙C
(2) +
∂C(2)
∂qA˙
)
(4.13)
where F1˙ =
∂X
∂q2˙
− 2eX ∂Y
∂q1˙
, F2˙ =
∂X
∂q1˙
where X = X(qM˙) and Y = Y (qM˙) are arbitrary functions. The metric
ds2 = 2 (−dpA˙ ⊗
s
dqA˙ +Q
A˙B˙ dqA˙ ⊗
s
dqB˙) (4.14)
Q1˙1˙ = −p1˙∂X
∂q2˙
, Q1˙2˙ = −p1˙eX ∂Y
∂q2˙
, Q2˙2˙ = −p2˙∂X
∂q1˙
− p2˙eX ∂Y
∂q2˙
+ p1˙eX
∂Y
∂q1˙
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[Note, that the conditions CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = 0 = Λ assure the infinitely many congruences of
nonexpanding anti-self-dual null strings, that is why the space considered belongs to the
two-sided Walker class. However, the anti-self-dual null string generated by the null
Killing vector is expanding.]
5 Metrics admitting null isometric symmetries.
5.1 Spaces of the type [II]e ⊗ [II]e
5.1.1 General case Λ 6= 0
If both null strings are expanding then null isometric symmetries are admitted by the
types [II] ⊗ [II] and [D] ⊗ [D]. The respective metrics have been discussed in [8] (with
Λ = 0) and then in [19] (with Λ 6= 0). The Killing vector reads
K =
∂
∂η
(5.1)
and
lAB =
2φ
τ
(
µ0φ
3 +
Λ
6
)
δ2(Aδ
2
B) , l
A˙B˙ = −2
τ
φ−1J A˙J B˙ (5.2)
The key function and the curvature are
W = W (φ,w, t) (5.3)
C(3) = −2µ0φ3 , C(1) = 6τφ7µ0Wt , µ0 = const 6= 0 (5.4)
CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = −φ3 J(A˙JB˙CC˙DD˙) , C(C˙DD˙) =
6µ0
τ 2
KC˙KD˙ −WφφφφJC˙JD˙
The metric reads
ds2 = 2φ−2
{
τ−1(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt) +
(µ0
τ 2
φ3 +
Λ
6τ 2
)
dt⊗
s
dt (5.5)
+ (2Wφ − φWφφ) dw ⊗
s
dw
}
After inserting the key function (5.3) into the hyperheavenly equation we get(
µ0φ
3 +
Λ
6
)
Wφφ − 3µ0φ2Wφ + 3µ0φW + τWtφ = 0 (5.6)
In order to maintain the type [II]⊗ [II] we have to assume Wt 6= 0 and Wφφφφ 6= 0. The
general solution of the equation (5.6) is not known. Its reduction to canonical form is
realized by the transformation
s :=
µ0
τ
t , z :=
µ0
τ
t−
∫
dφ
φ3 + Λ
6µ0
(5.7)
Considering the key function W as a function of the variables (z, s, w) we obtain the
equation
Wzs − 6φ2Wz − 3φ
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)
W = 0 (5.8)
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Multiplying the equation (5.8) by φ
(
φ3 + Λ
6µ0
)−2
one can bring it to the form
∂s
[
φ
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)−2
Wz
]
− ∂z
[(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)−1
W
]
= 0 (5.9)
From (5.9) we infer the existence of the potential Σ = Σ(z, s, w) such that
Σz = φ
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)−2
Wz (5.10a)
Σs =
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)−1
W (5.10b)
From the (5.10b) one can calculate W
W =
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)
Σs (5.11)
Inserting it into (5.10a) we arrive to the equation
Σzs = 3φ
2Σs + φ
−1
(
φ3 +
Λ
6µ0
)
Σz (5.12)
Of course, φ has to be considered as a function of coordintates s and z, φ = φ(z, s),
according to (5.7). The integral in (5.7) can be calculated in all subcases, leading to the
condition z = z(s, φ). Unfortunatelly, the inverse function φ = φ(z, s) is an elementary
function only if Λ = 0. However, if Λ = 0 more efficient transformation can be proposed.
5.1.2 Special case Λ = 0
In what follows we assume Λ = 0 and we introduce the transformation (φ, η, w, t)→
(x, y, u, v):
φ2 =
(
− 1
µ0
) 2
3 1
4x
,
t
τ
=
(
− 1
µ0
) 1
3
(x+ iy) ,
w
τ
= −1
4
(
− 1
µ0
) 2
3
u , η = v (5.13)
In coordinates (x, y, u, v) the metric (5.5) has the form
ds2 = −2x du⊗
s
(dv +Mdu) + x−
1
2 (dx⊗
s
dx+ dy ⊗
s
dy) (5.14)
where
M := −τ
2
4
(
− 1
µ0
) 2
3
(2Wφ − φWφφ) ≡ 2τ 2
(
− 1
µ0
) 1
3
(∂x + i∂y)
(
x
5
2 (∂x + i∂y)W
)
(5.15)
Obviously, function M is the function of variables (x, y, u). The hyperheavenly equation
(5.6) takes the form
4x2(Wxx +Wyy) + 12x(Wx + iWy) + 3W = 0 (5.16)
differentiating equation (5.16) twice by ∂x + i∂y and using definition of M , after some
algebraic work we obtain
xMxx + xMyy +Mx = 0 (5.17)
Equation (5.17) is equivalent to the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation (EPD equation) and
its solutions have been discussed in literature [21]. The form of the metric (5.14) and the
equation (5.17) are especially useful in obtaining the Lorentzian slices (see section 6).
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5.2 Spaces of the type [D]e ⊗ [D]e
From the previous subsection one can easily obtain the general metric for the type
[D]e⊗ [D]e with Λ. Self-dual type [D] we get after setting C(1) = 0 ⇒ Wt = 0 ⇒ W =
W (φ,w). General solution of the hyperheavenly equation (5.6) reads W = µ0f1(w)φ
3 +
f2(w)φ − (Λ/3)f1(w) and it automatically causes anti-self-dual type beeing of the type
[D]. Moreover, it can be proved that arbitrary functions f1 and f2 can be gauged to zero
without any loss of generality. [We do not prove that fact here, but it can be easily done
by using the results from [19] together with some straightforward calculations]. Finally it
brings us to conclusion, that in the hyperheavenly spaces of the type [D]⊗ [D] admitting
null Killing vector the key function W can be gauge to zero. [The inverse implication is
also true; putting W = 0 in expanding hyperheavenly equation and all curvature formulas
we easily get, that such hyperheavenly space automatically becomes of the type [D]⊗ [D]
with the metric (5.18)]. The metric
ds2 = (φτ)−2
{
2τ(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt) + 2
(
µ0φ
3 +
Λ
6
)
dt⊗
s
dt
}
(5.18)
admitts, together with null isometric Killing vector ∂η, three other isometric Killing
vectors ∂w, ∂t and w∂w − η∂η and - if Λ = 0 - one homothetic Killing vector 23χ0(2t∂t −
φ∂φ + η∂η).
If Λ = 0 the metric (5.18) can be easily transformed to coordinate system (x, y, u, v)
defined by (5.13). According to (5.15) function M = 0 and the metric reads
ds2 = −2x du⊗
s
dv + x−
1
2 (dx⊗
s
dx+ dy ⊗
s
dy) (5.19)
5.3 Spaces of the type [III]e ⊗ [III]e and [N,−]e ⊗ [N,−]e
The next possible metrics generated by null Killig vector with both self-dual and
anti-self-dual null strings expanding, are metrics of the type [III]e⊗ [III]e, [N]e⊗ [N]e and
[N]e ⊗ [−]e or [−]e ⊗ [N]e. All of them have been found in [19]. Here we have the Killing
vector
K =
∂
∂η
(5.20)
and
lAB =
Λφ
3τ
δ2(Aδ
2
B) , l
A˙B˙ = −2
τ
φ−1J A˙J B˙ (5.21)
The key function and the curvature
W = α0ηφ
3 + f(z, w)− 3
7Λ
τ 2α20 φ
7 + gt φ
2 − Λ
3τ
g φ , z := φ− Λt
6τ
(5.22)
C(2) = −2τα0Λφ5 , C(1) = −4τ 2φ7
(
gttt + α
2
0Λφ
3
)
CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = φ
3 J(A˙JB˙JC˙LD˙)
LA˙ :=
(
fzzzz − 360
Λ
τ 2α20 φ
3
)
JA˙ − 24α0KA˙
where f = f(z, w) and g = g(w, t) are arbitrary functions of their variables. The metric
ds2 = (φτ)−2
{
2τ(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt) +
Λ
3
dt⊗
s
dt− 8τ 2α0φ3 dw ⊗
s
dt (5.23)
+2
(
− τ 2fzz φ+ 2τ 2fz + 12
Λ
τ 4α20 φ
6 + 2τ 2gt φ− 2
3
τΛg
)
dw ⊗
s
dw
}
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In all formulas Λ 6= 0. Particular types are characterized by
• type [III]e ⊗ [III]e: α0 6= 0, α0 can be re-gauged to 1 without any loss of generality
• type [N]e ⊗ [N]e: α0 = 0, gttt 6= 0, fzzzz 6= 0
• type [N]e ⊗ [−]e: α0 = 0, gttt 6= 0, fzzzz = 0 (one can set f = 0 without any loss of
generality)
• type [−]e ⊗ [N]e: α0 = 0, fzzzz 6= 0, gttt = 0 (one can set g = 0 without any loss of
generality)
Of course, spaces of the types [N]e ⊗ [−]e and [−]e ⊗ [N]e have the same geometry of
null strings, since both self-dual and anti-self-dual null strings are expanding. The case
[−]e ⊗ [N]e has been considered with detailes in [20]. It describes the general heavenly
metric with Λ admitting null Killing vector. In real case this solution has the signature
(+ + −−) and it is general metric of the 4-dimensional global Osserman space with
non-zero curvature scalar admitting the null Killing vector.
5.4 Spaces of the type [III,N,−]n ⊗ [N,−]e
In this case we deal with the hyperheavenly types [III,N]n ⊗ [N]e with nonexpanding
self-dual null string defined by the null Killing vector. Anti-self-dual null string is still
expanding. These metrics have been discussed in [18]. The Killing vector has the form
K = q1˙
∂
∂p1˙
(5.24)
Then
lAB = −δ2(Aδ2B) , lA˙B˙ = 0 (5.25)
The key function and the curvature
Θ = p2˙ S(q2˙, q1˙p2˙p2˙)− 1
12
p2˙
q1˙
(F0 p
2˙ − p1˙)(F0 p2˙ − 3p1˙) + 1
2
N p2˙p2˙ (5.26)
C(2) = F0
1
q1˙q1˙
, C(1) = −2 ∂
∂q1˙
(
N
2q1˙
− ∂N
∂q1˙
)
− 2F0p
1˙
(q1˙)3
− F
2
0 p
2˙
(q1˙)3
CA˙B˙C˙D˙ =
1
2
C˙(1)δ2˙
A˙
δ2˙
B˙
δ2˙
C˙
δ2˙
D˙
, C˙(1) = 2
(
p2˙ S(q2˙, q1˙p2˙p2˙)
)
p2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙
(5.27)
where N = N(qM˙) and S = S(q2˙, q1˙p2˙p2˙) are arbitrary functions, and F0 is constant.
The metric
ds2 = −2 dpA˙ ⊗
s
dqA˙ − 2
(
(p2˙ S)p2˙p2˙ −
F 20
2
p2˙
q1˙
+N
)
dq1˙ ⊗
s
dq1˙ (5.28)
+
p2˙
q1˙
dq2˙ ⊗
s
dq2˙ + 2
(
2F0
p2˙
q1˙
− p
1˙
q1˙
)
dq1˙ ⊗
s
dq2˙
The cosmological constant must be necesarilly zero here Λ = 0, hyperheavenly metrics
are characterized by
• type [III]n ⊗ [N]e: F0 6= 0, F0 can be re-gauged to 1 without any loss of generality,
(p2˙ S)p2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ 6= 0
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• type [N]n ⊗ [N]e: F0 = 0, C(1) 6= 0, (p2˙ S)p2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ 6= 0
The heavenly reductions of the metric obtained above are especially interesting here,
because they offer two different null string geometries. One can get the metrics of the
type [III,N]n⊗ [−]e in which types [III,N] corresponds to the nonexpanding self-dual null
string and conformally flat, anti-self-dual part correspond to the expanding anti-self-dual
null string. The second possible heavenly reduction [−]n ⊗ [N]e has different geometry
of null strings. In this case expanding null string (anti-self-dual one) corresponds to the
type [N] and nonexpanding null string (self-dual one) corresponds to the conformally flat
part.
In order to obtain the heavenly metrics of the types [III,N]n ⊗ [−]e, one must set
S(q2˙, q1˙p2˙p2˙) = f(q2˙) q1˙p2˙p2˙ where f is an arbitrary function of the variable q2˙. (It seems,
that this is to strong condition and it is enough to set (p2˙ S)p2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ = 0, but there is
unused gauge freedom, which allows to simplify the function S). Heavenly metrics of the
type [−]n ⊗ [N]e can be obtained by setting F0 = 0 = N (once again condition N = 0 is
stronger then necessary C(1) = 0, but N = 0 can be obtained by using gauge freedom).
Finally
• type [III]n ⊗ [−]e: F0 6= 0, F0 can be re-gauged to 1 without any loss of generality,
S = f(q2˙) q1˙p2˙p2˙
• type [N]n ⊗ [−]e: F0 = 0, C(1) 6= 0, S = f(q2˙) q1˙p2˙p2˙
• type [−]n ⊗ [N]e: F0 = 0, N = 0, (p2˙ S)p2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ 6= 0
Heavenly space of the type [−]n ⊗ [N]e - different approach
Because the spaces [−]n ⊗ [N]e and [N]e ⊗ [−]n have the same null string geometry,
there is another way to describe the heavenly metric, in which type [N] is connected with
expanding null string and type [−] is connected with nonexpanding null string. One can
use the general theory of expanding hyperheavenly spaces and set CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = 0 = C
(3) =
C(2). Such approach gives the Killing vector
K =
∂
∂η
(5.29)
and
lAB = 0 , l
A˙B˙ = −2
τ
φ−1J A˙J B˙ (5.30)
The key function and the curvature
W =
1
2
f(w, t)φ2 (5.31)
C(1) = −2τ 2φ7ftt (5.32)
where f = f(w, t) is an arbitrary function and the metric reads
ds2 = φ−2
{
2
τ
(dη ⊗
s
dw − dφ⊗
s
dt) + 2fφ dw ⊗
s
dw
}
(5.33)
Of course, the metric (5.33) is equivalent to the metric (5.28) with F0 = 0 = N .
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5.5 Spaces of the type [N,−]n ⊗ [N,−]n
The last case is characterized by both self-dual and anti-self-dual null strings being
nonexpanding. The only possible types are [N,−]n ⊗ [N,−]n. These metrics have been
found in [18]. The Killing vector takes the form
K =
∂
∂p1˙
(5.34)
with spinors lAB and lA˙B˙
lAB = 0 , l
A˙B˙ = 0 (5.35)
The key function and the curvature
Θ =
1
2
N(qM˙) p2˙p2˙ + A(p2˙, q2˙) (5.36)
C(1) = 2
∂2N
∂q1˙∂q1˙
, C˙(1) = 2Ap2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ (5.37)
where N = N(qM˙) and A = A(p2˙, q2˙) are arbitrary functions. The metric reads
ds2 = −2 dpA˙ ⊗
s
dqA˙ − 2
(
Ap2˙p2˙ +N
)
dq1˙ ⊗
s
dq1˙ (5.38)
A possible heavenly degenerations can be done in two different ways but they lead to
the equivalent haevens. To get the heavenly space of the type [−]n ⊗ [N]n it is enought
to set Nq1˙q1˙ = 0, then by using gauge freedom one can gauge N away. The heavenly
space of the type [N]n ⊗ [−]n can be obtained by setting the function A as a third-order
polynomial in p2˙ (in fact, taking into considerations the remaining gauge freedom, it is
enough to set A = f(q2˙) p2˙p2˙p2˙). Gathering, we arrive at the cases
• type [N]n ⊗ [N]n: Nq1˙q1˙ 6= 0, Ap2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ 6= 0
• type [−]n ⊗ [N]n: N = 0, Ap2˙p2˙p2˙p2˙ 6= 0
• type [N]n ⊗ [−]n: Nq1˙q1˙ 6= 0, A = f(q2˙) p2˙p2˙p2˙
6 Real slices.
6.1 Real slices with neutral signature (+ +−−)
All metrics presented in sections 4 and 5 are holomorphic. It is an easy matter to carry
over all the results to the case of real spaces of the signature (+ + −−). Instead of the
holomorphic objects (spinors, null strings, tetrads, coordinates, etc.) we deal with the real
smooth objects. A real spaces with the neutral signature play an important role in Walker
and Osserman geometry. A few papers dealing with such geometries appeared recently
[22] - [24]. However, it was hyperheavenly formalism which allowed to obtain transparent
results in Walker and Osserman geometries. For example, a new class of metrics admitting
self-dual and anti-self-dual, parallely propagated null strings (two-sided Walker spaces)
has been found in [15]. These spaces have a natural generalization: if only one of the null
strings is parallely propagated, we deal with so called sesqui-Walker spaces. Such spaces
have been defined and investigated in [24]. Probably the most distinguished success of the
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hyperheavenly methods in Osserman geometry was finding all algebraically degenerate
metrics of the globally Osserman space, which do not have the Walker property, i.e. they
do not admit any parallely propagated null strings [16].
Some of the metrics presented in sections 4 and 5 are examples of the Walker or
Osserman spaces admitting the null Killing vector. These metrics are gathered in the
table:
sesqui-Walker (4.6), (4.9), (5.28) of the types [III,N,−]n ⊗ [N]e
two-sided Walker (4.14), (5.28) of the types [III,N,−]n ⊗ [−]e, (5.38)
globally Osserman (4.9), (4.14), (5.23) of the type [N]e ⊗ [−]e or [−]e ⊗ [N]e,
(5.28) of the type [III,N,−]n ⊗ [−]e and [−]n ⊗ [N,−]e,
(5.38) of the type [N]n ⊗ [−]n or [−]n ⊗ [N]n
Among globally Osserman spaces the most interesting is that with metric (5.23) of the
type [N]e ⊗ [−]e or [−]e ⊗ [N]e. It does not have any parallely propagated null strings
(because of Λ 6= 0). Consequently it is the most general globally Osserman but not
Walker space admitting a with null isometric Killing vector.
6.2 Real slices with Lorentzian signature (+ + +−)
Of course, the most interesting from the physical point of view are the Lorentzian
slices with the signature (+ + +−). There are still no general techniques of obtaining the
Lorentzian slices, except some notes of properties of such slices [14]. However, in some
special cases such slices can be obtained quite easy.
It is well known, that there are only two subcases of the Einstein spaces with lorentzian
signature and null Killing vector (compare [25]). One of them is pp-wave solution. The
real metric of the pp-wave solution can be obtained from the complex metric (5.38) of the
type [N]n⊗ [N]n. Detailed discussion of this case can be found in [18]. We only mention,
that it is enough to consider the necessary condition of existing real lorentzian slices,
namely CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = C¯ABCD, or in this particular case: C˙
(1) = C¯(1).
Except the pp-wave solution, null Killing vector is admitted by the lorentzian, Einstein
spaces of the type [II] and [D]. It means, that desired lorentzian slice is hidden in
hyperheavenly metric (5.5) with the key function (5.3) and with curvature given by (5.4).
Unfortunatelly, in this case the conditions CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = C¯ABCD are not straightforward and
technique which succeeded in pp-wave case, failed.
However, one can consider the (complex) transformation (5.13) which brings the met-
ric to the form (5.14). The metric (5.14) depends on one (complex) function M =
M(x, y, u) which satisfies the equation (5.17). Treating now the coordinates (x, y, u, v)
as a real coordinates and the function M as a real smooth function we find, that the
metric (5.14) automatically becomes real and has the Lorentzian signature. The vacuum
Einstein equations have been reduced to the equation (5.17). Exactly the same form of
the metric with the same equation describing real, vacuum, Lorentzian types [II] and [D]
admitting null isometric Killing vector can be found in [25]. Summing up, the metric
(5.14) with real coordinates is another example of Lorentzian slice of the complex space.
Why does this technique succeed? The first reason is, probably, the explicit using
of the imaginary unit in transformation (5.13). It plays no role if we consider (5.13) as
complex transformation and the coordinates (x, y, u, v) as complex. But if (x, y, u, v) are
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real, this step changes automatically the signature of the metric making (5.14) Lorentzian.
The second reason is that the metric (5.14) does not depend directly on the key function
W , but on the function M . The relation between this two functions is given by (5.15)
and it contains the imaginary unit. However, by twice differentiation the hyperheavenly
equation (5.16) can be brought to the form (5.17) which is free of imaginary unit. Finaly,
we are left with the real metric and the real equation. It is enough to finish the contruction
of the Lorentzian spaces of the type [II] and [D] admitting null Killing vector.
It is worth to note, that this construction succeeds only in the vacuum case. If
cosmological constant Λ 6= 0 we have not been able to find the Lorentzian slice.
No spaces with null homothetic symmetries admit Lorentzian slices.
7 Concluding remarks.
In the presented paper the null Killing vectors (isometric and homothetic) in complex
spacetime have been considered. The connection between null Killing vectors and null
strings has been pointed in section 2. Because of the existence of the null strings the most
natural apparatus in investigating null Killing vectors appeared to be hyperheavenly and
heavenly spaces. After short summary of the structure of hyperheavenly spaces (section
3), we have been able to present all possible metrics admitting null Killing vector. Only
two of them
• the metric (4.6) of the type [N]e ⊗ [III]n with null homothetic Killing vector
• the metric (5.5) of the types [II]e ⊗ [II]e with Λ 6= 0 and with null isometric Killing
vector
have not been solved completely. In (4.6) the functions F = F (x,w, t) and γ = γ(w, t)
satisfy the equation (4.5). No solution with Fxxx 6= 0 and γt 6= 0 have been found.
However, the geometry of this space is so interesting and the type [N]e ⊗ [III]n so rare,
that we are going to study the equation (4.5) with detailes in future. What concerns the
metric (5.5) we have been able to solve the case [D]e⊗ [D]e and reduce the type [II]e⊗ [II]e
with Λ = 0 to the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation which solutions are known. The type
[II] ⊗ [II] with Λ 6= 0 has been reduced to the equation (5.12), but this reduction has
obvious disadvantages. Like in the previous case, we will deal with this equation soon.
The transparent results are the metrics (4.9) and (4.14) which constitute all heavens
with null homothetic symmetry. These cases have been considered in [26], but without
giving any explicit form of the metric. We were able to integrate the problem completely.
Probably the most interesting from the physical point of view is another example of
real Lorentzian slice of the complex metric. The first such an example has been presented
in [18]. Here we have been able to find the Lorentzian slices of the types [II]e ⊗ [II]e and
[D]e⊗[D]e with Λ = 0. They are given by the metric (5.14) which depends on one function
M of three variables satisfying the equation (5.17). Such a metric has been presented
earlier (see [27], or in a concise form [25]).
Both these examples gave some valuable notes about obtaining Lorentzian slices.
In the first of them the condition CA˙B˙C˙D˙ = C¯ABCD has been succesfully used, in the
second one a resonable using of imaginary unit appears to be essential. Nonetheless,
the case with nonzero cosmological constant is still unsolved. Taking into considerations
the optical properties of the congruneces of null geodesics defined by the null isometric
Killing vector (2.26a) - (2.26c) we conclude that all such slices must belong to the Kundt
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class ([25], xxxi). The vacuum Einstein field equations with cosmological constant for
the Kundt class have been gathered in [25] but no explicit solution has been presented
there. The vacuum types [II] and [D] with cosmological constant admitting null isometric
Killing vector via Lorentzian slices of complex types [II]e ⊗ [II]e and [D]e ⊗ [D]e become
our main issue to be considered in future.
However, interesting observation can be immediately made. The generic complex
spacetimes admitting null isometric Killing vector which have the Lorentzian slices are
equipped with null strings which have the same properties. Indeed, pp-wave solution can
be obtained from the complex spacetime of the type [N]n⊗ [N]n where both self-dual and
anti-self-dual congruences of null strings are nonexpanding. In the opposite, Lorentzian
types [II] and [D] have been obtained from the complex spacetimes of the types [II]e⊗ [II]e
and [D]e ⊗ [D]e in which both congruences of null strings are expanding. Maybe it is a
general rule and Lorentzian slices can be obtained only from the complex spacetimes
equipped with both expanding or both nonexpanding null strings?
We hope, that further investigation of the structure of complex spacetime allows to
find some effective and more general techniques of obtaining real Lorentzian slices.
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